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SAI^DSPUI
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1948

STAGE" DOOR
BY
LOCAL CfilTIC
"Stage Door" which is playin;
his -week at the Annie Russell i
ine of the most entertaining show
loth on stage and off, that has hi
tollins in a long time. Starring
; cast of 31 students, directed by
loward Bailey, the play was writen by George F. Kaufman and Ed
ia Ferber and is the story of th(
ypical struggle of actresses t<
;ain success on Broadway. Th(
ets, designed by Wilbur Dorsett
,nd built by the members of thi
tage craft class, are duplicates
if the interior of a girls' club in
lew York and contribute greatly
b the production. Dick Hill was
tage manager, assisted by Pat
tay and Lynn Lahn as'well as a
lirge stage crew.
The <iisappointment experienced
ly the cast when it was learned
hat Susan Douglas would not be
,ble to come, was quickly supilanted l y admiration for the
eautiful job which Virginia Estes
iid in taking her place. Ginny is
Jvacious and lovable as Terry and
•ives the role the sincerity and
•outhfulness which it required,
l a r g y Mountcastle as Jean furlishod the necessary contrast with
capable performance as a beauiful but slightly mercenary Hollyrood actress. Bill Barker and
lidney Lanier, who star as the
lale leads give the parts the propr polish in their usual debonair
)anner. Mary Delano as the come|r lead has perfected a sarcastic
tyle which is riotous.
The delightful peculiarity of this
Bst is that there is not a rotten
pple in the crowd. Each role,
b matter how small, is done with
race and ease and the complete
ITect ia wonderful.
Character
orts <h)ne by Beverly Cotter, Jostte Stnnchui, Jerry
Honaker,
»erek Dunn-Rankin, Meg Smith
nd Fred Taylor deserve particular
raise. Perfectly cast wore Jinx
IheketofT. Carol Gradsky, and Virinia Harr who furnished a large
hare of the comedy interest. Bob
toyle. Ken Fenderson and Chap
IcDonnell wore their usual slap
tick selves with a new soul mate
1 Ratmy Walker.
The remainder of the cast turished not only charming scenery
ut each ailded her own particular
)uch to the picture. Carolyn Aired, the dancer, Lee Gibson, the
lanist, Susan Tate, Rhoda Knight,
*nny Drinkwater, Penny Crane,
ean "Bacchus, Betty Garrett, CynSia Crawford, and Nan Van Zile
B actresses. Elinore Bellen and
letty Pottinger bofh furnished
ramatic incidents.
Dick Hill and Cameron McCarfll did excellent work back stage
nd were authentic in their walkn roles.
"Stage Poor" is the kind of show
lat is terrific entertainment but
I enjoyed more when produced
1st "every so often" both from
le standpoint of the audience and
ie nervous system of the harried
Irector. But I'm sure the cast
B well as the audience will look
irward eagerly to the "next
Nan V«

Zile

The following made All-AmeriIn last year—can you pick out the
(peats ?
Bill Swiachi, Columbia; George
onnor, Notre Dame; Joseph Stefr. Army; Charles
Bednarizk,
Cnnsylvania; Rod France. Caliirnia; Bob Davis, Ga. Tech; BarBy Poole. Miss.; John Lujack,
otre Dame; Bo Chappius, Michiin; Doak Walker. Southern Methiist: Chalmers Elliott. Michigan.

Wpha Phi Dance
To Be December 4th
Tho lii.-'l dance of the Fall
Term will be given to the Alpha
Phis at Dubsdread on December
I. It will be formal, the motif
bfing a Santa Claus. complete
irith toyshop atmo-sphere.

Writer Gives Interpretation
O f Homecoming Events

Witherspoon, II, seen with his date at Robbie's. (See story below).

Prexy Holt, seen congratulating our Homecoming Queen, Pat Ge
ian, after bestowing crown and traditional kiss.

Speech Club
Presents Play

Westminster Choir to
Give Concert in Orlando

Mrs.
Whitaker's Speech clas
putting on a play, "An Architect
on Olympus" on Friday, December
3 at the Seminole Hotel for the
Florida Association of Architects.
A Greek Tragedy in one act,
with many amusing lines, has
Alice Eagan as the leading lady
in the part of Juno, wife of Jupiter. Handsome and romantic Jupiter is played by Willard Crompton,
a Grecian god indeed, who is trying to convince his charming wife
that an experienced architect is
the only way to solve her problem
for a new bungalow.

The Westminster Choir, under
the direction of Dr. John Finley
Williamson, will appear in a Concert at the Orlando Municipal
Auditorium on Wednesday, March
9, at 8:30 p.m. Westminster Choir
will appear for its first Orlando
concert under the sponsorship of
the Orange County Ministerial Association.

Other students in the cast are:
Beverly Hansen as Ganymede;
"Jug" Stang as Mercury; Dan
Draznick, Paris; and Sheila Kelly
as Minerva. A chorus group composed of Macy Brenner, Bob Ellis,
Jack McCoslin, Betty and Mary
Sanders, and Mary Bailey all add
up to make a short, interesting
play.
Assisting Mrs. Whitaker in directing is Jane Carmel and Marjorie James is stage manager.

Davis Makes Appeal
For World Feds.
Glancing above the hats of those
itting opposite you in any bus or
street car in any city, you are
likely to spot an ad carrying these
riptions in haimer print: "Hobby with Pay, Hobby with a Fu". Our armed forces are out
to convert us to the delights of
avocation which we somehow
always had associated with a deadly serious business—that of killing
with professional skill.
e don't mean this to be a
pacifist column. We just want to
get the facts straight. It seems
to be an ostrich habit of these days
avoid looking at the unpleasant
plications of any particular
siness or course of action. To
3se peoplj intrigued by the
"Hobby with Pay" line we want
to say that it seems obvious, to us
at least, that no adjustment offices will be left for the pay-off,
hich will t e delivered in coin of
a different realm'. The people of
Europe and .Asia understand this
medium of exchange far better
than we do. Maybe two-bits worth
of blood and atomic dust doesn't
scare you away from the enlistment wagon. And we guess it
shouldn't. • The luxury of another
"lesson" won't take place on some
relativelv remote front f no more
vicarious thrills for anyone.
As to this line about the future
—the Navy, for one, doesn't describe in much detail what the
nature of that future will be, but
we assume that it is supposed to
imply a bright one. Without the
establishment of world federation
exception must be taken.
The
only future for a world in headlong rush toward atomic and biological warfare is swirling chaos
filtered by an angry sun.
Want to sign up for a job with
sure pay and a real future? The
constantly swelling ranks of federalist forces, whose service is to
all men, will be glad to have you
with them.
Join now and see the w o r l d united.
Patronize Sandspur .\dverti!

Berliners in the Western Sector
will vote Sunday for city officials.
The Russians have refused to allow the citizens in their sector to
vote and have announced that they
will not recognize the election returns. It is expected that after
the new oflficials have taken office
that Berlin will have two separate
city governments.
Mme. Chiang, wife of China
Generalissimo is planning a trip to
the United States to seek aid for
her country. And President Tru
man has revealed that the Generalissimo has written him stating
that U.S. blunders at Yalta oblige
the United States to aid China at
the present time.
Dr. Sun Fo, China's new Prime
Minister, has asked for a general
such as MacArthur to map out and
direct China's campaign against
the Communists.

0.0.0.0. ASKS
SC TO VOTE FOfi
lEKLKIlSSElLY
Compulsory Attendance
Would Bolster Spirit
Is Contention
The student Council held their
regular weekly meeting Monday
evening, November 29. A letter
received from the 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
read to the council. This letter
suggested a revival of school spirit
by holding compulsory assem)jlie!
each week. It was further suggested t h a t
these assemblies
should be sponsored each week
by a different campus organization, and in this way be competitive. The letter will be voted
upon by the organizations befor
the suggestion is put into effect.

Dean Enyart also announced his
dissatisfaction with the clothing
The heart attack of Green Pre- worn by the men students to dinmier Themistocles Sophoulis prom- ner at the Beanery. He asked
that either sport shirts or dress
ises a new crisis in Greece.
shirts be worn, but no "T" shirts.
Dean Cleveland talked about the
The Federal Security Agency
predicted that employment will activity cards in the Administraain high well into 1949. And tion building that contain a record
Robert C. Goodwin, director of the of each student's activities while
3ureau of Employment Security, he attends Rollins. Since these
•eported that unemployment dur- cards are invaluable for reference
ing October was below 3% of the data after the student graduates.
civilian labor force.
Dean Cleveland suggested that
every student come in and 'check
The American Telephone and on his card for correctness.
Telegraph Cohipany says that telephones in the U.S. have reached
in all time high of 38,000,000.
Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia is
ibandoning all secondary projects
o the industrialization of Yugolavia. He said industrialization
was necessitated by unfriendly relations with the Cominform states.
In Fort Worth a national organation has been founded to halt
e shift of population fiVm the
farm to the city.
I New York the price of milk is
2514 c a quart. John Murtagh, city commissioner of investigation, charges the milk companies with "collusive manipulative practices in connection with
the sale of milk."
Winter Park's Holiday Opening
Festival, set for this evening will
be highlighted by the giving away
of a new Mercury sedan and a
presentation speech by Mayor
Coleman.
Auto tags for 1949
sale at City Hall from
to December 16. This
will have red numerals
background.

will be on
December 1
year's tags
on a cream
DDR

There are not so many places as
there used to bet where milk and
fruit juices are sold on the streets
and highways. Beer has driven
these life-giving beverages into the
background.
Temperance Clip Sheet.
Tut,
tut!

Internationally famous as the
result of two continental European
tours which included England,
Scotland, and Russia, and tours of
Canada and Cuba, the Westminster
Choir has sung over 100 Symphonic concerts with the New York
Philharmonic, the NBC Symphony,
the Philadelphia and Rochester
Symphony orchestras under the direction of such conductors as Toscanini, Walter, Ormandy, Stokowski,
Rachmaninoff, and Iturbi.
Westminster Choir was chosen to
sing in OWI's great fllm "Hymn
of the Nations", the only film that
Arturo Toscanini ever consented
to make.
Westminster Choir is the concert
choir of the Westminster Choir
College of iPrinceton, N. J., the
only college of its kind in the
country.
The Choir is composed of 40
young singers, all of whom
soloists in their own right, and
their outstanding ability and mus
ical achievement has brought thi
high praise of such well known
critics as Olin Downes who said
'Westminster Choi is always,
1 virtuoso".
On Sunday after pn, Decembi
the Westminster
at 3
th the N
Choir will appear
York Philharmonic Orchestra in a
presentation of Gustav Mahler's
"Second Symphony", under the direction of Bruno Walter. This program can be heard over Radio Station WDBO at 3 p.m.
For the past month Patron
Tickets at $3 per ticket have been
sold to music lovers throughout
Central Florida and there are now
only 200 of these tickets still available. Students of Rollins College
may secure tickets for the Westminster Choir concert at $1.20.
These tickets are all for reserved
seats and will be of good location.
This special offer is being made to
college students before the sale
to the general public which will
begin January 1.
Reservations
can be made now by contacting
Mrs.
Kent at the Conservatory of
Music.
On Friday, December 10, special
student tickets for the Westminster Choir concert, Wednesday,
March 9, will be on sale at the Student Center at the price of $1.20.
3e tickets are for reserved
seats. Tickets will be on sale from
i.m. until 2 p.m.

Witherspoon 11 Makes
Debut at Robbies

The Homecoming Weekend arrived with little less than a bang,
and aside from the main activities,
namely the football game, the parade, the dance at the Dubsdread
Country Club, and other social activities, such unanticipated events
that occurred during the course
of the weekend are certainly worthy of mention. Needless to mention flrst that the spirit of the
Homecoming Weekend enveloped
most of Winter Park, including the
police department and many town
merchants.
All anyone would haVe to do to
find out how Stetson University
felt about it, would be to peep
under one of those skull caps being worn around campus by a few
male individuals.
However I might add that they
did it with a spir_it that showed
it was all in the best fun, and
more than a good deal of hair
was lost by such Rollins members
that ventured through Stetson
borders. The raids on both Stetson and Rollins resulted in a few
episodes with the police of both
towns. And if I'm not mistaken
someone spent the night in
clink somewhere between here and
DeLand. Please correct me
am wrong. The Stetson mob
kept off pretty well here, except
I've heard a few reports that the
girls' dorms weren't as quiet
they should have been one night
over the weekend, but I wouldn't
dare guess that some Stetson boys
were somewhere below the i
dows underneath a lot of Spanish
moss or crouched behind Spanish
bayonets. If I'm not mistaken
also, a few were apprehended
around the campus and turned
over to Rollins boys who, if I'm
not doubly mistaken, took good
care of them. Having mentioned
that the Stetson marauders were
kept off pretty well, I doubt if
President Holt could have driven
through the campus without a
Winter Park gendarme descend
with a,flashlight through the car
window. In an attempt to keep
off all foreign matter from the
campus the police roped if off from
all approaches after twilight and
were very careful who passed. Attempting to get to the Beanery on
Saturday night I was iitopped
three times, each time was asked
where I live, where I was going,
and almost how long I planned to
stay.
The Saturday night parade of
floats and dressed up cars was a
reflection of much time, effort and
artistic designing on the part of
the fraternities, sororities, and
other Rollins organizations.
It
got off to a 15-minute late start
and' took the Colonialtown route
to Orlando and out the Cheney
highway to the Stadium. Most of
the floats were representing Rollins and Stetson in an anticipated
Rollins victory, which after the
game, more than justified the
floats, and there were many clever
ones other than the type mentioned
with beautiful
Rollins women
adorning them. The award for the
cleverest and most original one
went to the Pi Phi sorority, whose
float represented a large stork—
with a banner reading, "We're Expecting to Beat Stetson". During
the half of the game a half dozen
convertibles paraded around the
field headed by a very snazzy Cadillac and an equally inspiring yellow Jeepster with the Delta Chi
queen in the rear. During the half
President Holt stepped on to the
field to officiate at the crowning of
the Homecoming Queen, Pat Germaine. Also during the half, the
Rollins band did a stunt performance which laid everyone in the
aisle, each member clad in a different uniform and all of them together looked like a colonial revolution army with instruments instead of guns. I might add that
after President Holt finished the
crowning he gave the drummer of
the Rollins band a hand, as they
-ivalked off the field.

On Thanksgiving night the Park
Avenue Bar received a strange visitation. Hardened drinkers were
heard to gasp convulsively and
turn pointedly away as a goat
entered leading his girl. Now,
this was no ordinary Rollins goat.
True, he had many of the distinguishing
characteristics;
long
wavy hair, heavy beard, big floppy
ears, long cold nose, and red rimmed eyes, but no, his toenails
were manicured. Tfcat let out all
Rollins males. He was finally accepted as a silly goat that needed
shave, and went the rounds in
very dignified manner, solemnly
eating all cigarettes offered him,
and maintaining flawless poise
throughout his stay.
Jon de Uresti practiced his bullfighting passes at Witherspoon
with a very violent sport jacket.
Witherspoon watched politely with
just the tiniest trace of boredom
til Jon got a little too close,
Truth i truth only ii its own
whereupon he drove the intrepid plane. It can be either reduced or
arrior back to his booth with a developed to abs ardity.
hearty sneeze.
Upon this note of victory, WithThe following report which was
erspoon baad to the audience and
ceived trom Miss Neville will be
left, a veritable flood of laughter
of interest to all students: The
following him.
parent's copy of the fall term
grade reports will be sent out as
Reginald Clough, graduate of
soon after Christmas as possible
Rollins College, class of 1936, and
and the students' copies will be
Out of all the confusion that
editor of Tide, New York weekly
lable at the office of the Reg- resulted from the preparation of
advertising magazine, is one of the
istrar at the opening of the win- the weekend parade and game,
purchasers who recently bought
ter term.
there should have been a Departthe magazine from its former ownment of Misplaced Persons with

STETSON'S ATTACK
BY
ROLLINS VIGIL
Would-Be Invaders Get
Hair Cuts and Lose
Close Battle

Last Tuesday night the Rollins
campus was the scene of the greatest carnage since Anzio. The evening started with a sneak attack upon the Administration
building with paint cans and oil
buckets. The alert Campus Home
Guard arrived with the proverbial
too little—too late. The damages:
one large green sticky " S " on the
sidewalk in front of the Ad building, and an oily smear on the
patio. When the Rollins cause
looked the blackest, a strange car
pulled up in front of the Horseshoe and six fiends leaped out armed with paint brushes, cans, crankcase oil, and their secret weapon,
a broom probably destined for the
inviolable Rollins flagpole. With
ghoulish chuckles, they set about
their evil deeds, but out of the fog
came our clean cut Rollins Home
Guard, armed to the teeth with
baseball bats, H. B. Baxter, and
Happy Clark. Then, these enemies
to the only true alma mater were
divested of their heathenish clothing and searched for concealed
weapons. The prisoners were then
placed in the compound behind the
Chapel, and they were given a
taste of true Rollins justice. A
court was carefully set up under
the able auspices of Judge Swacker and a band picked group of impartial jurymen. The defendants
were given 30 seconds to state
their defense, and the jury after
being hung for five seconds, brot
in the verdict—guilty. In a solemn
ceremony Judge Swacker pronounced sentence. The prisoners
quavered, (or was it quivered? I t
was raining at the time, and the
prisoners were somewhat indisposed) and heard the fatal words, "Get
out the razor."

Sunday Beer Ban Sought
State-wide Sunday closing of all
beer and wine establishments is
to be sought by the beverage men
themselves, a spokesman said yesterday.
Harry Torge, president of the
Retail Beer and Wine Dealer Association of Dade County, said
Sunday closing "is bound, to come,
and it is better for us to do it
than the church folk."
He said the association already
had approached Dade county legislators about a Sunday closing
law, and would take further steps
during a legislative caucus here
next week.
Maybe Orange County will be
next?
all the stood-up dates wandering
around who could have probably
found their date sitting on the top
of a convertible or answering to a
Winter Park cop for being a young
man by himself near the Rollins
campus.
For two days after the bonfire
behind the tennis courts I still
saw the fire smoldering.
Last but not least I take my hat
off" to the Housemothers, who saw
the weekend through from beginning to end and had more to combat than a fireman at a four-alarm
fire. They were all standing on
e corner of Park and Holt Avele watching the parade.
Homecoming Weekend was a lot
of fun for all, and the only regret
that can be noticed is that Monday
morning came too soon with a lot
f headaches and even more vague
and unintelligible answers in class.
Gerald Walker
DID YOU KNOW—
That Notre Dame scored 291
points to her opponents 146 last
year?
Things are getting rough all
over, Mr. Leahy.
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Thundering Heard
The Sandspur regrets that it
printed a letter in last week's
issue signed Milton Schwartz
without checking upon its authenticity. Mr. Schwartz did
not write the letter.

Dear Editor:
How much longer will the girls
put up with the present policy of
_
placing transfer women in soror_
ity dorms? Rushing has come and
gone again with the same old probArtist*
lem of transfers living in sorority
Harry James, Charles Dawson. Harry Baldwin, Tom Snow,
dorms. I believe it is the transBetty Hammer, Robert Neuhaus
fer who gets the rawest deal of
Photosraphers
all when it comes to girls not beStanley Rudd, Gordon Marks, Kitsy Graham, Kit Bowen, Walter Seai
ing asked to pledge a sorority. It
Gordon Marks
is hard on the freshmen; but at
Proofreaders
least they don't have to live in the
Virginia Cheney, Ann Lewis Turley, Juana Bostedo
sorority house knowing that they
Noah Genz, Joan Strahale, Jan Olson, Josh Poole. John Whitmire, are not wanted.
Personally, I believe that it is
'oily Clark, Ann Elizabeth Latlmo e, Eleanor Smith, Dale Travis, Betts
. Garrett, Betty Matthews.
an unfair set-up all the way
around. It is unfair to the transfer because she may pledge one
Price, Gloria EverFred Rogeri_,
_ . , ..
. -— .
vs, Marjorie James,
ingham, Meg Smith, Belford Richards, Marty
Merle Hodges, Jea
"
- . - -Grasky.
. — ney Morrison, Susan Tate,
Hagan,
Carol
Derek Dunn-Rank:
Bill Goldrick, Robii
Carll, Nancy Crane, Meriel Riddle^
:, Bettie Merrell, Beverly Jean
Sharpe, Marge Watson, Bob EinKoos, Betty I
" _
_
Moore, Peggy Lawwill, Ed Granben
n Schwartz, Bud Johnson.

Randy Walke

Rae Holde
Jack Reardon, Marshall Sttfne, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel
Member

Pissocided GDlle6iate Press
Diitribulor of

Golleeiafe Difiesl
ESTABLISHED IN

1894

WITH T H E FOLLOWING

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet tnany
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a f
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
the
Sandsfur.

Last year the campus voted upon the possibility of renoof Robbie's, complete with booths, coke bar, pinball monvating the basement of the Center into a soft-drink version
sters, and jook box. The campus voted it down, feeling that
with the large proportion of older men on the campus, the
money could be spent for something in which there was a
more universal interest. That something just never materialized, and as far as we know the money is still sitting in
the comptroller's lap.
This main objection graduated to a large extent with last
year's senior class, and from here on out more and more of
the "younger set" are going to drift in. Most of this group
are fresh from the dairy bar and would be perfectly content
with nothing more stimulating than a coke, with perhaps the
slightest touch of cherry in it. There has been some discussion over the average age of the patrons of the local bistros^
and this might provide a meeting place for the non-alcoholic
Charlies who have been going to them only because everyone else was there.
The whole thing could be developed with a minimum of
expense. There is no need for another dairy bar downstairs;
some sort of a dumb-waiter arrangement could be devised
connected with the present one. The floor need not be surfaced with anything more exotic than a thin coating of corn
meal, and a dive-like effect could be introduced by disconnecting all but two or three of the ceihng lamps, and putting
purple and orange tubes in those.
Sure, we have a jook upstairs, but aside from rattling the
glassware and teeth of the casual coffee sippers, it serves
no discernable purpose. Man has been conditioned to the
point where he simply refuses to dance unless the ceiling
is within touching distance, his date is shrouded by a smokescreen, and he can't move six inches in any direction without
nudging somebody.
One more little point. If the Center has an attraction like
this that will keep customers around, chances are that the
deficit will be considerably shmmed down.
Whether or not we can swing an operation like this will
depend largely upon your response, so talk it up. If you
catch any brain waves, tune us in.

What's the matter?
Cat got
your tongue?
It seems that the fine art of debating his fallen into disrepute,
debating team has gone to pot
the technique of thinking is
no longer with us.
But it -wasn't always that way.
Take 1932 for example. The debating team was always making
the news that year. Pi Kappa Delta, national debating fraternity,
was an active organization on
campus. And Maurice Dreicer and
Walter Eaton, the two mainstays
of the debating team, were on
go all the time.
On one trip during the Easter
vacation they took in all nine of
the Pi Kappa Delta chapters in
Southern district. And in turn,
they entertained most of those
teams here for a debate sometime
dur
the
The first big debate was with
Trinity College of Dublin, Ireland
on December 8, 1932. In this roaring, no decision debate, Dreicer and
Eaton upheld the negative on the
question that the U. S. should cancel war debts.
The debating team had also contacted Princeton and Yale and
were making arrangements with
them for debates later in the seaBut the main event of the team
came during the trip they took
over the Christmas vacation.
On December 17 they met the
Oxford team in New York, broadcasting the debate on a coast-tocoast hook-up over NBC.
From there they went to Bates
College in Maine, Boston University and Tufts College.
And what about now? Not much
of anything. Oh, yes, we went
up to the Forensic meet last year
and had a few informal debates,
but they weren't given much attention either by the press or the
students themselves.
This year, as far as I can make
out, there are no plans for any
kind of debates. Are you going
to let that condition

"Which party
you attending
tonight? What
you wearing
Did you receive
bid from such
and such ?" All of these suestions and more were secretely
whispered about campus this past
weekend. Everyone was excited
from the frosh to the transfers,
great expectations were
finally being realized, and acted
upon. The sorority women on the
other hand, were calm, cool and
collected, and took everything in
stride not worrying about a thing.
result of their serene attitude you could barely detect the
well hidden toaces of insanity and
numerous prostrations experienced
by all.

Each girl tried to have that—
there's something about your unHere are last year' leading forgettable look—and I might add,
teams; can you pick the nes who did a very proficient job. Such as
Carolyn Alfred wearing an imare still in there?
National: Notre Dame; Eastern ported French lace gown which
Penn State won Lambert Trophy; p°"l<^^^ ^^^^ the figur i and met the
Ivy League: Pennsylvania; West- new neat" waist line with a vast
elegance. The
ern (big Ten): Michigan; South- ^^'^^^ °^ ^^^
Conference: William & Mary delicate pink flowers clipped in
Southeastern Conference: Missis- Carolyn's hair were lovely, too.
sippi; Southwestern Conference: Other sparks of beauty captured
Methodist; Pacific Coast were Diane Barnes in a marvelous
Conference: Southern California; black taffeta dress enhanced by a
Big
Six
Conference:
Kansas, Okla- full billowy skirt.
QUESTION: What do you think of the pinball machines in the Center?
tie; Big Seven Conference:
Susan Tate's attire was not
Sabin Pollard—Oil yes, not very much, I hardly ever play them!
Utah; Missouri Valley Conference: quite so sophisticated as these
Phil Hayes—I love 'em.
Tulsa; Border Conference: Texas predecessors for she chose a, oh
Milton Schwartz—A superior architectural improvement.
Tech.
my goodness, a light blue flannel
Helen Ellis—I don't like 'em.
night gown with a tied-in waist,
Cecil Van Hoose—They're a sad reflection on the educational system
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers, neck, and wrist. A raspberry colof the United States.
Phil Michaelvich Howland—They Stink.
Anonymous—I think they are indicative of the Rollins Spirit!
Robert Van Hoose—I believe that they cheapen the atmosphere of
the cultural center of our glorious college.
Skook Bailey—All we need now is two one-armed bandits and the
Center will be out of debt.

Inquiring Reporter

I tried to persuade her
To give in.
To convince her
It 'twas no sin.
My heart was filled
With Frustration
'Cause I couldn't copy
Her examination.

There once was a man who loved
acting
And his work was most nearly
exacting
His cues were on time
And perhaps this won't rhyme
But everybody thought he was
pretty good at that.

Return on the Investment
A fly and a flea in a flue were I sent my boy to college
imprisoned. Now what could they
With a pat on the back
do? Said the fly, "Let us flee," I spent ten thousand dollars
"Let us fly," said the flea. So they
And got—a quarterback.
flew through a flaw in the flue.
(The Blue Jay)

Chapter IX
I arch enemy and rival mobster
Babyface in the Casbah
When the firing had somewhat
The Casbah! Ah—the Casbah! quieted down, Peppy la Dye and hU
Set like a gem among a bowl full boys, Fingers Faber, Tooley Tate
of rotten apples—dark, mysti
White Gloves Hartly, and Foolii
Our first contacts with the Rol fascinating, full of murder, vice Fallon, advanced across the narrow
lin's bookstore were no doubt un- corruption, and female intrigue. A street to meet Snake Cabrie and
pleasant recollections of a hot box the rickety rickshaw carrying the his boys in hand to hand combat
accentuated by the presence of illustrious Babyface and his train- Out came long, sleek knives, brass
60 persons in a room normally ca- er, Jolting Joe Masters, the slick knucks, blackjacks, hairpins; off
pacitating maybe 10 (if they were con man, rumbled aimlessly down came shoes—the fight was on.
comparatively on the slender side). the narrow, crooked, vermin-in- Peppy la Dye advanced towards
Nobody had the slightest con- fested streets of the most thickly Snake Cabrie and his boys with
science about pushing, shoving, populated den of iniquity west of evil looking brassie clutched in
and mailing their fellow-man. the Ganges River, Joltitng Joe huge, hairy hand. Snake Cabrie
Those rush days are over for a Masters turned to his handsome, and his boys, Surly Ed Swindle
term now, so relaxation and tran- sadistic young chief, and came One Lung Brinson, Diamond Jia
quility can reign for both estud- forth with a typical Masters re- Bedortha, and Muscles McElwee
iantes and management. As we mark : "I wonder if there's any were scared silly of Peppy la Dye's
blithely pass in and out buying our nice looking chicks in this berg, boys, but they stood fast and mixed
necessary items, we take the clerks Boss."
it up anyway. After a few minutes
all too lightly. Did you know that
Babyface took a dfeep, satisfying of intense and bloody battling
Mrs. Wanita Mutispaugh is a Roldrag on a freshly lit imported Snake Cabrie, who during the fight
lin's graduate of 1935 ? She is fully
Egyptian stogey and looked quizzi- had coiled himself around a lamp,
aware of the old rush hour for purlly and rather indifferently at post, striking at Peppy and his
chases—people
jammed
and
e double-crossing rat seated be- boys when they came in range
scrambled for books in '35 ,too.
ie him. "Joe, won't you ever get waved his white tail from behind
Grieve not!! She feels the class of
your mind off wemen and concen- the post in sign of surrender. After
1948 has shown more tendency -of
trate on some of the finer things the Snake and his boys had laid
courtesy and neatness than any for
down their arms, Peppy la Dje
tl life?"
a long time. She is really situated
lined them up in a neat row down
A huge, leering, fiendish smile
at a vantage point—seeing the colon their hands and knees blindpread
over
Jolting
Joe's
kisser.
lege literally go by (buy!!) Mrs.
folded. Peppy then went from rat
He
leaned
over
to
Babyface
and
M. and her husband have been here
to rat, beating their brains in one
i in a soft, low whisper, "Sueh
for 17 years except for the three
by one with his brassie. After Tootwhat, Boss? Such as what
that he was in the army. They feel
sie Toy Sibbernsen, the Casbah's
indigenous to the collegiate Joe's muscularly packed body Commissioner of Sanitation, and
shook
to
and
fro
as
he
laughed
at
scene that they called all the greenhis lowly
assistants,
Needles
his
favorite
homemade
joke.
army posts 'campuses". InciNorthrup and Hammer Head HarBabyface gave Joe a quick rab- lan, carted the bloody remains oi
dentally, Mr. Mutispaugh is the
bit
punch
to
the
bridge
of
his
nose,
purchasing agent for Roily Colly.
Snake Cabrie and his boys away,
On display at the bookstore is "You sometimes worry me at peace and quiet
everything |rom soup to nuts. Have times, Jolting Joe. You know I
you noticed the juvenile T-shirts can't stand wise guys in my outfit. restored to the narrow, crooked,
for future Rollinsites? Talk it up, At times I think you've been over- vermin-infested streets of the Casgang—maybe the kiddies back worked and need a long rest—a bah. By this time, Jolting Joe
home can see Rollins as the guiding permanent one!"
Babyface had long left the s
Joe fell down on his knees, of the scuff'le and were striding
light, even if you can't. Between
Esterbrook pens and beer mugs— blubbering his loyalty to Babyface up a narrow, crooked alley to
s a toss-up. Both have sold like and apologizing for offending the shacky looking creephole with
Id fire. One complaining frosh, young gangleader by inflicting his huge purple neon sign over the
"Holy Jonah! $2.50 for Fiat Lux!!" crude, back-alley humor upon him. door bearing the inscription "
Upperclass companion, "cheer up Babyface, being the kind-hearted
r's Beer Garden."
old bean, they're worth it—full!!" and merciful joker that he was,
Jolting Joe Masters took
! are always those Joe smiled warmly at Jolting Joe, letes off a cute little veiled wench
College's who, while impressing a ting him know that all was for10 was giving him the eye, just
cutie, leave purchases on the count- given. Suddenly, the air was rent long enough to ask, "What
er, keeping the lost and found in by the sound of mortar and light going in this poor man's Salvaperpetual chaos—not to mention artillery fire. Slats Vereen, the tion Army for, B'
torn hair lost in the shuffle. Nor fleet-footed, scummy, skinny, little
eply was short and
are professors today exempt from East-African coolie that was nimb- to the point! "You stupid oaf!
ly pulling the rickshaw, scamper- Don't you know who Bingo Baxter
the proverbial absent—minded
of yesterday. Orders are invoiced id for safety at this outbreak of
street warfare, thus leaving Babyand then voiced—but the prof;
Jolting Joe's face lit up like
on forever. No asparagus is meant face and Jolting Joe unprotected pin ball machine. "Yeah sure! I
and helplessly caught in the mid- was a big man back in the twenties
to be cast in a serious vein.
dle of the terrific crossfire which —made his pile making bathtub
Other articles include the littL was being exchanged between a whiskey, didn't h e ? "
animules with the bold R. Even dilapidated, model T Ford, which
"Now, you're catching
Prexy bought a skunk to send to was careening down the street car- Bingo has a lot of connections in
rying Peppy la Dye, one of the this town. He can help us recruit
his grandchildren. If they'r
chief mobleaders of the Casbah, some boys for our safari into the
enuff for Prexy, they are
enuff for "you all." Decorative and a bunch of camouflaged street
head gear for the humidity-fight' beggars, obviously in the employ
(Next week—in Baxter's Beer
ing coeds do the trick for preserv- of Snake Cabrie, Peppy la Dye's Garden)
ing curls til at least after h
Orders for Frat and sorority
blemed stationary can be filled
now, so hop to and scrutinize tht
deal. They're really very informal
in pastels. Matches and cards
with the Greek letters are availaBy Jack Mehlek
The Loves of Carmen
ble too.
The movie version of Carmen has
So the bookstore is there, fair Lady in Ermine
Colony,
Sun.,
Mon.
been
taken from the novel, not the
people, patronize, h e a r ? ? ? ?
This is a movie that has to do opera, and arrives on the screen
Did you know that Rollins was with several family portraits that minus a single note of Bizet's famranked 1st in the small college come to life and aid their modern ous music. However, Rita Hayfootball lineup ?
If so, you're counterparts in solving present-day worth, as the glamorous gypsy
wrong. We were 7th.
problems — mostly amorous ones. girl, flaunts her charms accordingIncluded in the cast are Betty ly. Rita is pursued by host of lasored crepe with
three-quarter Grable, Douglas Fairbanks Jr., and civious-looking gents who make no
length sleeves and a shocking knife Cesar Romero. It is too bad that bones
about their
ambitions.
pleated bustle back, revealed her Ernst Lubitsch died before he could Among these spontaneous Spaniattitude for clothes as well as golf. finish producing the picture.
ards is one Don Jose, Glenn Ford,
If you've ever seen her play golf, Deep Waters
who alternates between making
Colony, Tues., Wed.
you'd know what I mean.
love to ' Rita and slapping her
"In Your Sweet Little Alice Blue
Deep Waters engulf Jean Peters, around.
Gown" — that song couldn't de- Dana Andrews, Cesar Romero, and
It's the same old stuff, but this
scribe Alice Smith more perfectly Dean Stockwell. This tale of Maine
when she walked in the dining Lobster-men is adapted from the time everyone looks lively and cotroom Sunday afternoon. Statistics novel Spoonhandle by Ruth Moore. orful—and there are some inter-.
are as follows — one navy blue It seems that Miss Peters is per- esting scenes in which several (^
dress with a deep "V" neckline. turbed because Dana won't stop the afore-mentioned boys pi
A long dipped peplum and stun- fishing long enough to marry her; to carve each o^her to pieces,
ning navy blue platform pumps. also because her little nephew,
this was made even more Dean Stockwell, is on his way to Th. atom bomb is here to stay
Most Scientists agree
charming by a silver choker neck- becoming lobster-looney too. Cesar
, Yes, the bomb is here to stay:
lace and round silver ear rings.
Dana's buddy, quite comical,
The question is: Are we?
resembling a Portuguese fishBye for now—see you at HomePost-Dispatch.
erman not at all. You will probably
coming—.
enjoy
the
shots
of
the
Maine
Coast.
Bev Hanson
Patronize ^andspur Advertisers.

sorority and have to live in an
other house for a year. It is alst
hard to have to make new friendi
when the girls one lives witl
make it obvious that one isn'i
wanted.
It is unfair to the sorority be
cause they do not want to be un
necessarily obvious in refraining
a girl from membership in their
sorority.
It is unfair to the other sororities because they are at a disad^
vantage when a desirable girl lives
in another sorority house.
Surely there is some solution to
this problem. Maybe we could
house all transfers in Corrin Hall
If absolutely necessary, we could
bouse two sororities in one dorm
and designate a transfer house.
Maybe we could start a drive and
build another women's dorm. II
worth a thought, at any rate.
Name With Held
upon request
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CAMPUS i KEYHOLER
Phi Musings
Buddy High a n d his date.
We're having a little trouble setAs usual Flowers left early for
tling down again after the huge Clearwater. There were no more
week-end! Our congratulations to bets placed on E-Z Pickins as the
the home-coming queen and the boys were completely cleaned out
float prize winners. Mo' fun, huh? a week ago.
Every once in a while one would
ALPHA PHI PHUN
see at the dance, Joanne Byrd and
Fred Rogers, Bev Cotter and her
With our new pledges running
U. of Fla. Sigma Chi, Tiny and us crazy, the floating around all
Ernie, Nancy and Charles, Mary week-end, and our dance coming up
and "Jug", Gretchen and Bob, Sue next week-end, the Alley Fleas
and Buddy. Of course, there were are practically at wits end, but
others there, too!
still going strong.
Our float came through with the
Maggie Bell was one of those
"p. c's" who went home for the genius of Dallas Williams, whose
week-end, to Ft. Meade (Fla., ruffled ideas materialized in the
form of a huge tiered skirt worn
that is)!
Alpha Omega chapter of Phi Mu by Ginger Brooks with "Ruffle
announces with pleasure the initia- Stetson" on either side.
Came the dance Saturday night,
tion of Mary Delano and Jeannine
and Alpha Phi was well-representRomer.
ed by Dallas and "Gorgeous"
Franklin, Alys and Chuck, Mona
Sigma Nu
and Buddy, Mag and Cecil, Hoff
All of us will agree that the and C. J., Jackie and Dick Pope,
Homecoming week-end was a Pat and Gus., Dorrie and Marianne
howling success to say the least. Manchester came with the WitReports have it that Harry Hegler bolds, Bud and Bill; Joan Steinspent Saturday night at a local metz and Ricardo were there, as
resort. Seems that he doesn't like were Ginger and Jupe.
to spend too much time in one
Home for Thanksgiving and a
spot. "Swiggie" the poor man's wedding went Claudia Hutchinson.
Ray Milland is now in training to Claude's sister, Virginia, a Rollins
become a baseball pitcher. He grad, was married this week-end,
sure was throwing some beautiful and Claudia played the part of
curves the other night at a local bridesmaid.
drive-in. Seen at the dance last
All fo' now but all you guys
Saturday night included the fol- 'n' gals hurry up and make plans
lowing couples: Gordon and Ellie, for the Alpha Phi Toyland dance
who stayed at home this week-end, Saturday night .
Wayman and Betty, Knott and
Carol, Strik and Cathy, Fats and
THETA TID-BITS
Betty, Jon and date, Parker and
Last week the Thetas were busy
Joan, Ed and Pat (incidentally building a float for the HomecomEd, how come you came home all ing parade. The theme was "Let's
wet last Thursday?), Bill Gordon Take Stetson By Storm", with a
was seen with Dana, Andy and few Theta pledges taking shelter
Mary, the Pittmans, the James, C. under an umbrella. Shirley drove
J. and Hofl", Harry and Eva, Bud- the truck in grand style.
dy and date, Notie and Ginger,
Some of the couples at the dance
Don and Beverly, Big John and were Ann and Buddy, Yvonne and
date (incidentally John, we hear Harry, Dana and Bill Gordon,
that you had to go to the police Judy and Dave Manley, Nan and
to find your date — what's the Milford, Shirley and Bob Boyle,
story?). Last but least Punchy Cookie and Bob Smathers. Our
Manzo showed with date as did pledges were represented by Betsy,
Curley Matchett and Bobbie and Rocky, Sue, and Ginny. Alum
foursome was Betty Roebuck with
Bud Dawson, and Lois Hardy with
Jack McCall. It was good to see
THOMPSON-REEVES
them again.

The P rice

I ag

THE CROW CALL
"Little Colonel" Ernster homecame this weekend with disastrous
results. Some of his yankee friends
had told him that it was anatomically impossible for a man to drink
a shot of beer every minute on the
minute for an hour. This might
have applied when a man did it, but
not Figaro 'dateless' Sholley. This
animated ceptic tank did away with
not 45, not 60, not 75 but 90 shots
with ten thrown in because of some
dispute over the size of the shot
glass. All of this without leaving
his seat mind you. The onlookers
were entranced, but "I'm always
behind" Sholley was just plain enlarged.
Ed "You're not a bear, you're
just a silly billiard ball that needs
a shave" Sirmons is back and
pleased to report that things have
reverted to the status quo of last
year.
Charlie "Be it ever so humble,
there's no place like Orlando" H a r .
r a found a very distinguished gentleman in his bed Friday night.
Chas. was ready to sleep on the
couch, and leave his bed to the old
alum, when he noticed that the
old gentleman's hair was a trifle
too well groomed. With a cry of
sheer rage, Charlie flung the manikin onto the floor where it shivered out the remainder of the night
in full formal attire, southern hospitality suffering another setback.
Joe "Does-It-Really-Show?" Masters had a nightmare about a beer
keg the other night. The next
ayem he glanced into a full-length
mirror in passing for 20 or 30
minutes, shrieked for someone to
roll him away—babbling that he
wasn't going to be tapped, no matter what.

winning the Homecoming Float
Contest! We were proud, too, of
our two candidates for Queen, Pat
Warren and Sally McDowell. We
all want to express our congratulations to Kappa queen, Pat Germaine . . . With Ellie, Cathie and
Carol at the game Friday, were
Sigma Nus Gorden, Frank Strickland, and Dick Knott. Also cheering for the Homecoming Game
were Sally B. and Tom, Bobbie
and Buddy Goo', Jean Mora and
PI PHI PATTER
steady Don Work, and Caroline
How happy can we be ?! We were Marsh with Ken Fenderson . . .
all so surprised and thrilled at Saturday night found all the Pi
Phis having a gay time at the
dance. Pi Phis and their X Club
dates included: Carolyn and Pete,
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST BEAUTIFUL
Margy and Max, Nitse and Art,
THEATRE
Laura and "Deacon", and Corky
and "Squirrel"; also, pledges Dale
WINTER PARK - PHONB « •
Travis, Matlann Thorns and Jeannie Wiselogel were with "Punchy",
NOW THRU SATURDAY
Dub, and George. All in all, we
think this was one of the most
•SOKRV, WRONG NUMBER" IS A MUST!
successful Homecoming weekends,
"The climax is inexorable and crashing!" says Redbook Mag.
and here's hoping there'll be many
Barbara STANWYCK - Burt LANCASTER
We hope Claudia Marks and Van
had a wonderful Thanksgiving a f
home; and we sure do want to
thank pledge Nancy Crane for her
with Ann Richards - Wendell Corey - Harold Vermilyea
wonderful luncheon Saturday for
the whole crew, of The Mayflower!
p. s.—Who has our a r r o w ? ? ? ?

"SORRY, WRONG NUMBER"

SANDSPUR

GAMMA PHI C^DDINGS
The Gamma Phi's had worked
hard all week on their float. Crepe
paper, lumber, cardboard, and
tacks took the form of the Rollins
mascot, Witherspoon, complacently
chewing on a dilapidated Stetson
hat. By five-thirty, "Witherspoon"
was all ready to go, settled calmly
on the top of Sarette Hill's "putput". She turned on the ignition,
but nothing happened. Off came
the goat, up went the back of the
car, and with the aid of a crank,
she finally started. Alas! the "putpu" gave us warning, and half-way
to Orlando, it gave up the ghost.
"Witherspoon", the best float in
the parade, was doomed to spend
the night by the side of the road
and not in its rightful place as the
blue ribbon winner at the stadium.
Folks, you just don't know what
you've missed!
At the homecoming dance Gamma Phi's seen were Edna Baldwin
and Bernard Friedland, Peg Lawwill and Jack Ballman, and a couple of our pledges, Mary Ann
Price and Polly Clark with their
escorts.
We are all mighty proud of our
president, Sylvia Verdin, for making "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities".

Love s Labor Lost
Deborah
Dear Deborah:
What has happened to the girls
on campus ? I had a date with a
bautiful blonde the other night,
but I can't find her now. There
is a girl that looks like her, but
she's a brunette. What shall I
do?
Dazzled
Dear Dazzled:
Better hide the carbon paper!
Deborah
Dear Deborah:
I've dated a boy off and on for
3 weeks. Now he has left me for
a blonde. What happened?
Blackey
Dear Blackey:
No doubt you were oflf when you
should have been on!
Deborah

Dear Deborah:
My girl is always nagging at
me—what should I do?
Cornered
Dear Cornered:
Apply the noose and "stay
X CLUB
loose"!
Deborah
Gale Hall saw many old familiar
faces during homecoming weekend.
Among some of the returning X Dear Deborah:
I'm so excited about a future
Clubbers were: Dave Frasier who
is now working at Rutland's in date—how can I pretend to be at
Orlando, Jack McCall who is now ease when I'm so nervous?
Hopeless
having fun mixing various chemicals, Otis Mooney who is now Dear Hopeless:
Act calm, cool, and connected.
coaching and teaching in Sanford,
Deborah
Ralph Chilsom who is doing a little
post graduate work at the University of Florida, Gene Chizik who Dear Deborah:
I'm a shy, innocent girl, and
is coaching at Tarpon Springs, and
Gus Sakkis who is coaching and every date wants to go to Robbies
and drink beer. How can I go out
teaching at Plant High.
and yet retain my principles?
Harvard "Curly" Cox almost lost
Coy
some of his beautiful dish-water
Dear
Coy:
blond curls when somebody accused
Indulgence is a virtue, virtue is
him of being one of a group of
Stetsonites that plotted to paint a grace; Grace is a little girl who
the Rollins campus in general. For- finally won the race.
Deborah
tunately for Curly he had his Student Association card handy, and
Seet Justice, Bob Smathers,
upon showing this his beautiful
Clyde Kelly, Max Grulke, Joe
locks of gold were spared.
Swicegood, Dub Palmer, and Jupe
"Hairless Joe" Motch bravely led
Arnold
have been spending quite
a suicide party over to Deland and
accomplished their mission. After a lot of time perfecting their
mission was accomplished one of strokes for the X Club Grand Open
the members of the raid had to Championship. This big golf tourdelay due to circumstances beyond ney starts sometime after Decemhis control, and the party was sur- ber the third. All of you golfing
rounded by a savage group of co- fans are welcome to follow the
eds. Hairless Joe fought desperatematches as long as you conduct
ly, but was finally overcome by two
ninety-seven pound monsters. The yourselves in a manner that doesn't
rest of the story speaks for it- upset the performers. Check this
on your sport's calendar.
self.
For the benefit of those that
ALPHIA PHI LAMBDA
didn't see the Friday headlines of
the Orlando Morning Sentmel
An oriental feast was prepared
quite a golf match took place out Sunday evening by Johnson Tai.
at Dub's Dread Thursday after- The party was given in the summer
noon. Happy Clark and Jim Kelly house supplied by Lloyd Faber,
played Pete Faye and Art Swacker. Rollins alumnus. Other partakers
The latter pair closed the match of the tempting food, prepared by
on the 40th hole. Faye had an eagle chef Johnson, were Mary Bailey,
and Swacker came through with a Jacqueline
Biggerstaff,
Milton
birdie. Great golf was played by Schwartz, and Saretta Hill. If
all. Any desiring autographed 3" Johnson's economics is as superior
by 4" enlargements of the four- as his cooking he should make an
some as they were leaving the 40th excellent banker. Wonderful work
hole enclose $5.00, and mail to Johnson!
Pleasing Photo Agency, Orlando,
Florida.

WAX MUSEUM
Bill, why the devil are you on
the floor kissing that beast?
Well, Jug, you said we had to
make a deadlion, didn't you?
Thank you, Fred Allen. And
now, on with Mother Goose:
Hi Diddle Diddle, the Cat and
the Fiddle: This is a perfect description of Stephanie Grapperly,
who, coupled with guitarist Django Reinhardt, a French gypsy, has
cut some of the finest jazz to come
out of France. In pre-war days,
their Solitude, Runnin' Wild, and
Mood Indigo, which highlighted
Grappely's violin, were classics.
Today, they have gone through a
metamorphosis, and their more recent opuses reveal a decided bop
influence. Clouds and Just You,
Just Me, two recent exports, prove
our point.
The Cow Jumped Over the Moon:
You'U jump over the moon, too.
Stan Kenton's How High the Moon,
that is. Stan's version of the
hoppers' National Anthem has
some tricky instrumental effects,
especially Kai Winding's ripping
trombone passage, located between
two vocal choruses. June Christy's
words don't quite jell, and we

Ashley Ash Tray
It was noon and the bugle began
to blow conveying to all Rollins
students that classes were over—
for lunch anyway. But in the center
sat lonely Ashley Ashtray watching the crowd assemble in the most
popular hide-out on campus.
Now, Ashley was resting on
all fours as he sat there dejected
and desolate when all of a sudden
there came the sound of banging doors. He turned only to lay
his peepers on the world's most
fearless outlaw. Dead-eye D^ck
entered to see his deadly foe, Brother Mose, at the har talking to
Dead-eye's girlfriend.
Yes—Brother Mose wag of a
kindly sort and strikingly handsome. All the women, after taking
a glance at him, would fall at his
feet.
He was quite popular but Mose
and Dick did not have any love for
one another. Especially when they
both wanted the same Gal.
Dead-eye stalked over to the
bar where Mose and Gal were exchanging chatter. Up until now
Ashley had just adorned the joint.
Life meant only boredom to poor
little Ashley. All the other little

hope, after this pathetic attempt
to come off like a later day Ella
Fitz, she will confine her lovely
voice to the blues. She has neither
the beat or feel for bop.
Interlude, the lesser half, shows
the advantages for a pianist to
have five fingers on each hand.
The theme itself is pretty, and the
trumpet section, evidently taking
a smoke during the recording, was
not missed. The neurotic trombone choir, bossed by Winding,
finished just what they set out to
prove.
The Little Dog Laughed To See
Such Fun: Well, perhaps the Andrews Sisters aren't exactly dogs,
but what they do to Cool Water
shouldn't happen to one.
And The Dish Ran Away With
The Spoon: Drop into Winter
Park's answer to the Royal Roostyeah, Robbie's—and press number
three on the juke box, and you'll be
dished up a spoonful of Cake,
baked by Howard McGhee. This
disc is a working example of bop,
and McGhee uses the tittillating
roff to great advantage.
Bill Barker
and Jug Stang
Ashtrays were friendly to him
but no one ever told him about
their troubles.
As Dead-eye approached them
with a hauty pace, Ashley Ashtray began to smile with elated
joy. Just to think of listening to
somebody's misfortunes made him
happy as a lark.
With Dead-eye joining the
crowd, it became quite a sensation as I later found out by listening to the tale told by Ashley.
It seems as tho Mose and Deadeye didn't agree on whom Gal belonged to, so Ashley leaned over a
little closer only to learn that they
decided to straighten things aright.
Ashley was so small that he
couldn't . see what was going on.
When all of a sudden—someone
grabbed him and Ashley went sailing into the midst of action.
Shouts and cheers arose from
the gathered and excited crowd as
Dead-eye Dick regained his stance.
Gal was bending over Mose trying
desperately to bathe his lacerated
and bruised face.
Newspapers all over the country
were printing pictures of the
scramble that led to the capture
of Dead-eye—and in the corner
of the photo was Asley Ashtray,
grinning from ear to ear.
Mary Anne Price

Exclusive Forest Hills-new 2-bedroom, electric kitchen $14,500
Winter Park—4 blocks from downtown, 3 bedrooms

$12,500

3 large lots on exclusive Forest Hills corner

$ 5,000

DON RIDDLE
Registered Real Estate Broker
450 Clarendon Road

Phone 392-R

pmmjL^Idlk
SAYS:
"Waltz thru the Holidays in a floating gown
of chiffon, net, satin (to mention a few) —
in wonderful colors and hues."

SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG.
ORLANDO

Come i
and '.

Your Dry Cleaning
Will Receive Expert Care by Us

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
W inter Park's Newest and Jlost Modern Shop

We have just employed an expert spotter—Graduate

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS

of National Dry Cleaners Institute

Closest to the Campus

WE DO BERLOl' GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFING — GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS
Box 119, RFD 1

Reliable Cleaners. Inc.

Steak & Chicken Dinners
Cocktail Bar

140 W. Fairbanks
ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE
(Between A & P and Piggly Wiggly Sto

Maitland, Florida

WARD'S HOLIDAY INN
We Cater to Parties

TOURISTS WELCOME
Halfway Between Sanford and Orlando
On Rte. 17-92

Phone W.P. 9174-J

Our new 6ducationBllra\/d Service^
NOW READY TO SERVE YOU. . .
Established especially t o advise a n d assist t h e
student t r a v e l e r . . . this n e w division is n o w
ready t o h e l p you plan vacation t r a v e l ; ; :
o r g a n i z e your foreign study p r o g r a m . -.;
h a n d l e all a r r a n g e m e n t s for g r o u p s o r individuals. A m e r i c a n Express buys steamship,
air, r a i l tickets . . . makes hotel reservations
; ; . a r r a n g e s sightseeing a n d o t h e r details.
158 offices a n d bureaus in 2 6 countries t o
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K A ' S W i n Intra Mural
Touch Football Crown
The intramural football season
ended last week when the KAs,
odds on favorites, clinched the
title. Two games are yet to be
played however, the protested
Lambda Chi-X Club tilt and the
delayed
Delta
Chi-Independent
game.
The KAs won through their superiority in all departments. Their
teamwork was superb and every
game they played revealed an aggressive spirit that was lacking
consistently in their opponents.
The Lambda Chis showed it at the
beginning of the season but it
just wasn't there in their final
three or four games. The X Club,
after sloppy play at the beginning of the season, pulled themselves together and were able to
beat anyone in the homestretch.
The Delta Chis showed a vast improvement over last year with the
aid of their freshmen and in
future they can be reckoned to be
among the leaders. The Sigmg
Nus had a very disappointing' season as did the Independents. Maybe next year will bring more sue-

II1KE1N0IES"
The New Students won handily
over the Alpha Phis last Monday
by a score of 48 to 31. Led by
Apgar and Hobart a t forwards and
Kelley and James at guards, the
New Students controlled the ball
at both ends of the court and the
game was never in doubt. Doris
Jensen and Sis Shute played outstanding ball for the losers.

Chi Omegas Lose
To Pi Phis 24-27
In a hard-fought game last
week, the Pi Phis beat the Chi
Omegas by a score of 24 to 17.
Corky Hall of the Pi Phis, who
has improved much since the beginning of the season, threw baskets in from every angle for the
winners while Aggie Hendrix was
the big guns for the losers.
Beware of the fury of J patient
ian.—Dryden.
Sandspur Advertisers.

10 PLAY LIISI
GAME FRIDAY

IimS TRIPLE
FIGHTING STETSON
BY 22-0 SCORE

6,500 Turn Out for Tars
Homecoming Game With
Traditional Rivals

University of Richmond
Favored to Beat Tars
In Season Closer

CAN

"^OL:

FIND

IT?

.

The Rollins Tars made it two in This picture was taken of a play characteristic of fl
half of the Rollins-Stetson game. The big first-half Ta
a row last Friday nig'ht, when they ged down after half-time, and the game slumped into^
defeated the Stetson Hatters 22 to
0 before a homecoming crowd of
6,500 at the Greater Orlando Stadium.
By Cecil Van Hoose
Rollins completely dominated the
I read last week that Rollins needed something like 150 grand a
game, running up a total of 338 year to defray operating epenses. Now I am going to suggest a good
yards to the Hatters' even 50.
way of raising this sum. It isn't an original idea—it comes up every
The first tally came in the wan- year for various reasons, and ev ery year it is tossed in the wasteing minutes of the first period basket as impractical. I refer to men's varsity basketball at Rollins,
I say that basketball can be put on this campus with very little exwhen Cal Peacock, one of the best
pense. I say that it would be good from nancial and advertising standbuckers Rollins has ever produced, points.
cracked over from the one-yard
Rollins is a small school and it operates on a slender margin.
line after the Tars had marched It has a football team but from a nancial angle it isn't a paying
72 yards down the field. Charles proposition, for several reasons. Football requires many scholarships
—basketball doesn't. Football requires much medical care—basketKnecht converted the extra point
ball doesn't. Football seasons are limited to 10 games—basketball
and Rollins led 7 to 0.
to 30.
With six minutes to go in the
Adolph Rupp put basketball on a big-time basis at the University
second period Rollins again started of Kentucky. He did it by giving good scholarships and getting th
to roll and drove 51 yards to their right type players. I believe that RoUins could put basketball oi
second touchdown, featuring some the same plane as it has put tennis. Look a t Shirley Frye, Nancy
mighty good running by Dick Morrisqn, Jean Clarke, Doris Jensen, Gardiner Larned, Buddy BehDarty and Francis Natolis, and rens, and all the other tennis stars who are here now or who have
the bucking of Peacock who
been here in the past. Most of them came here because of the tennis
ried i tover from the on^
reputation of the school. Rollins has become a big-time tennis school,
more. Knecht again converted and By th same token, it can become a big timer in the basketball world,
the score was 14 to 0.
AU that is needed for a starter is a new field house. If somebody
Rollins final touchdown came would set a match to Rec Hall, we would automatically bave ground
with only 40 seconds left to play space for it. Gymnasiums are relatively cheap—cement blocks, fioorin the first half when Ken Horton ing, and a couple of steel beams and there you are. For -50,000 you
passed to George Johnson for 15 could put up a modern gym with a seating capacity of 5,000 cash
yards and a TD, making the score customers. With the gym we'd have to have a team. Give me Art
20 to 0 at the half.
Swacker, Pete Faye, Harry Hancock, Harvard Cox, Paul Klinefelti
In the second half the Tars seem Oscar Cashwell, Ed Motch, and several others around campus and
to have developed a case of fum- I'll guarantee you that Rollins could tame just about any Florida
bles just when things were begin- team. When we had won about 10 games in a row, the new field
ning to move and therefore did house would be packed every night. If we played 20 home games
nothing much more than run up that would run about $100,000 a year. Chew on that a while.
some more yardage.
For those of you who claim my scheme is impractical, I reply
Stetson was up for the game and that football is probably the most impractical sport that Rollins could
made it pretty rough throughout, have found. Look at the record, my fine feathered friends and you
but could never muster enough of will see what I mean. Losing teams do not pay off. Central Florida is
offensive power to score.
not big enough to give financial aid and comfort to a college footRollins' final two points came in ball team. The pickins is mighty poor.
the fourth quarter when Seet JusI do not mean to imply that football should be discontinued at Roltice kicked to Charlie Broadway, lins. I think that football is as much of college life as anything else
who was tackled in the end zone but I also believe that basketball is just as important. There is a
by Big John Gray.
little town up in the hills of Kentucky wbich has nothing but a good
basketball team. There aren't but 4 or 5 hundred people in the town
There on
girl named
if you counted the jail birds, but when there is a basketball game
Bunny
their gym is packed to the rafters. The people pour out of those hills
Who was loaded with handfuls of
and their gym holds 2,000 people. So, Good Friends, if you want to
money
pull these crackers out of their groves and create a little spirit, then
Her Bo was no Shmo
get you a basketball team.
But he needed the dough
I invite criticisms and/or suggestions from my readers.
The rest of it ain't quite so funny.

TARS and FEATHERS

EARLE H. SHANNON
Realtor
Rollins Class of '20
Stanley Schultz, Associate
Blvd.
General Real Estate
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BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS BOOKS NOW!

Calvin Peacock, Trammell Whittle, Dave Clark, and Dick Darty
will wear the Blue and Gold for the
last ti meFriday night when Rollins closes its 1948 football season
The embryo Rollins band, with our photogenic majorette, Norma Jean
against the strong University of
Thaggart, shown as they appeared a t the Homecoming game. Note
Richmond Spiders in the Orlando carnival costumes, worn to emphasize the need for a uniform fund.
Stadium.
These four seniors have played
outstanding ball for Rollins and
will be sorely missed when next
season comes around. Their brilliant play should really reach a
climax in this game which is scheduled to be a humdinger.
Richmond will come with blood
in their eyes, still smarting from
the 20 to 6 upset victory that Rol
lins gave them last year in on(
of the best games seen in many
years. This year with a new system, a single wing with an unbalanced line, they have won four,
lost four and tied one but the competition of the Southern Conference to which they belong is pretty
rough.
Rollins, however, has a tendency
to be up for their big games and
should give them a lot of trouble
tomorrow night. In fact, a dupl
cate of last year's game wouldn't
surprise this writer at all.
Trammell Whittle, big tackle
from Haines City has been named
game captain.

Thetas Beat PP's
In Sixth Straight
With the end of the season approaching, the Thetas continued
their march toward an undefeated
season Monday by downing the
Pi Phis by a score of 54 to 13.
The Thetas, led by Yvonne Fulton
and Dana Abbot literally threw
them in from every angle. I t was
the Theta's sixth victory in a row.

REHASH
Highlights
The two outstanding games of
the season in our minds were the
first Lambda Chi-KA game and
the Delta Chi-X Club game. The
first as you remember saw the KAs
win 7 to 6 in a really thrilling
battle. Both teams gave everyAlthough playing excellent ball,
thing they had which is more than
can be said for the majority of the Pi Phis were no match for Harthe teams . . . The second saw an riet Kirby and her Gamma Phi
underdog Delta Cbi team almost girls last Wednesday when tRe Pi
beat the shirts off a powerful X
Phis went down by a 22-15 count.
Club seven but failing to do so
in the extra time period when Harriet Kirby with her accurate
the X Club pushed over a des- foul-shooting proved the difference.
perate touchdown to win 14 to 7. Jean Clarke and Carolyn Alfred
. . . Harvard Cox is our choice for
were best for the losers.
the player of the year without hesitation. He led the pack in all
departments and it was mainly
because of him that the X Club
made their fine showing. . . . This
is our all star team—backs. Harvard Cox, Duck Talton, Don Cobb
and Sam Burchers. On the line
Paced by Cookie Swift, the New
we would have Harold Betsel,
Buddy Behrens, Jim McMenemy. Students defeated a stubborn InOther all-stars should include Lyle dependent team by a score of 39
Chambers, Jim Lister, Charley to 36 in Rec Hall last Thursday.
Brakefield, and Dave Larsen.
The game was exciting and close
from start to finish with the forBill Goldrick
wards of both teams playing exand Ralph Seide
cellent basketball. With 45 secLawyer, "When I
s a boy my onds left in the game and the score
highest ambition w
to be a pitied. Cookie Swift came through
rate."
with a basket and the game ended
Client, "You're lucky,
soon after. Ewing McAllister was
every man who can r
dreams of his youth."
outstanding for the losers.

PI

New Students

SwampAlphaPhis

Learn to say " N o " — you will
never get anywhere in life unless
you do. Learn to say "Yes" —
people who don't learn to say "yes"
have very little love and friendship in their lives.

The

Smiling

Christmas Store
AT YOUR SERVICE

Leader Shoe Shop
528 Park Ave., So.
Winter Park, Fla.

You'l! find the "perfect" gift for each person
on your list while you listen to heavenly organ
music in Ivey's. Take advantage of our complete gift wrapping service—and pay only
for materials used. Remember! for a Irterry
Christmas, bring your list to Ivey's.

HandicraftStudio

Select Your Brownie and Crestwick

211 E. Welbourne Ave.

Christmas Cards Today!

Xmas Gifts and cards

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP

Yarns, Argyle Paks,

^"""^'yf^

Bobs, Needles

Opposite Colony Theatre

Jeweler

ELIZABETH S. BAYLES

D i s t i n g u i s h e d G i f t s for C h r i s t m a s
Phone 891

352 Park Ave., S.
Winter Park, Florida

The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS

The

A Particular Place for Particular People
121 West Park Ave.

Rollins College

Phone 197
Free Parking on West Park Ave.

OR

YOUR FRATERNITY
CRESTS IN CORRECT COLORS
Fired on for Lasting Utility

Fly Home

Stay Longer

TOGGERY
MEN'S WEAR

RESERVATIONS AND TICKETS

ON
Handled Mugs — Pottery and Crystal
Smoker's Accessories
Glassware in Popular Sizes
Muddler^, Stirrers & Coasters
We have hundreds of carefully selected GIFTS which are
usually found in metropolitan stores. You are welcome to
brouse—we make no charge for gift wrapping and shipments
are made all over the world.

mu
O R L A N D O
1115 East Colonial Drive

Near the Vogue Theatre

RUTLAND'S
TRAVEL SERVICE
ORLANDO

The right brands
The right selection

2-0034

Compare our prices
MECHANICAL WORK
FRAME AND FRONT END ALIGNMENT
TOPS — UPHOLSTERING
SEAT COVERS
PAINTING

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS
1280 ORANGE AVE.

WINTER PARK

538 Park Avenue, So.

Winter Park, Fla.
Directly Opposite the
Rollins Campus

